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With this whimsical guide, readers can join the Disney Fairies and enter the enchanting world of

Pixie Hollow, where believing is just the beginning! Disney Fairies: The Fairies Encyclopedia delves

into the lives of Tinker Bell and her friends, exploring characters and locations. Each page is

bursting with new information and little-known facts about the magical creatures. A fun, eyecatching

design, original glittering cover art, and lively text breathe new life into character poses and film stills

from the Disney Fairies movies, making this the one book no Tinker Bell fan should be without. Â©

2012 Disney
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Strictly speaking, this is not exactly an encyclopedia as it is not arranged alphabetically, and there is

no index for easy cross-referencing, though there is a content page which is quite helpful. That

aside, this book contains lots of information about the Disney fairies of Pixie Hollow and makes for

an absorbing read. My daughter who is in second grade is a great fan of the Disney Fairies and has

watched all of the movies as well as read previous books on them. I got this for her as a Christmas

present and browsed through it before wrapping it up.I loved the illustrations. They are in full color

and are found in abundance throughout the book. There's good coverage for the main and



supporting characters such as Tinker Bell, Silver Mist, Iridessa, Queen Clarion, Fawn, Rosetta,

Vidia, Clank, Bobble, Fairy Mary, Terence, Fairy Gary, Blaze, Leech and Grimsley, Lizzy, Dr.

Griffiths, Lord Milori, Dewey, Periwinkle, Gliss, Spike, Sled, Slush, etc.There's enough information

here to satisfy the curiosity of young children who have been captivated by the various Disney fairy

movies, beginning withÂ Tinker Bell,Tinker Bell and the Lost Treasure,Tinker Bell and the Great

Fairy Rescue, andÂ Secret of the Wings, Disney. It makes a wonderful, informative gift for any

Disney fairy fan.

My four year old daughter loves this book. She carries it around everywhere. The intricate pictures

keep her entertained for long time and it has all the characters she loves. The construction is

durable enough that it has held up well to her manhandling.

Even though its meant for school age girls, I love it too. It has information on just about everything

you want to know about Disney Fairies. Beautiful pictures. Recommend to all who are choosing to

buy.

This is a great book that my daughter loves reading through since she's a great fan. There are

some newer characters missing, like Zerena the pirate fairy, so that was a bit disappointing. It was

probably published before the movie came out. Beautiful pictures, not a ton of text on each page, so

definitely geared towards younger kids.

This book is fantastic. My 3-year-old is really into fairies right now and when I showed it to her for

the first time, she kept squealing as we turned each page. The pictures are beautiful and there's so

much to look at - right now she's paging through it and whispering her own fairy story to herself. If

your kid is into Tinkerbell, this is a great book to have on your shelf (and can satisfy her Tinkerbell

craving without any screen time).

This book has beautiful pages, drawings and is exactly like the picture shows.The seller also got

this book out super fast, so I didn't have to worry since it was a Christmas gift.

My children love these character encyclopedias, so when my toddler started liking fairies, this was

an immediate purchase. She flips through it multiple times a day. The pictures are beautiful and the

binding is sturdy and withstands heavy use.



my two year old LOVES tinkerbell and her pals so this was perfect. oh and the wings on the cover

are not red they are white and sparkly. I like that because I found it kind of odd that they were red.
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